Yamaha hpdi oil

If you own an HPDI would you please comment. Thank you. All though Yamaha very highly
reccomends the use of there own lubricants, I don't see anywhere where it is mandated or
"must be used" to keep a warranty in effect. Just as important in my opinion is the constant use
of the fuel additive "Ring Free" but you probably already knew that if not, I bet Paul does! The
difference in price between the Yamaha branded product and some generic brand is very minor
compared to the total cost of boat ownership. Should have made that clearer. The customers
wanted to put on after market brand filters while the engine was still under warranty and in the
process of looking out for the customer I said do not do this. If at anytime, the customer uses a
filter from another manufacturer and the filter collapses preventing the flow of oil to the engine
we will warranty the failure based on the customer using OUR filter. Regardless of engine
manufacturer of the big three it is merely the same clowns different circus. What ever we do not
have to pay we will not pay since that would affect our bottom line. The engine manufacturers
will do every thing possible to make sure the failure was directly related to neglect in order not
to pay the claim so the burden of proof lies in the ability to document copiously during the
failure analysis. With the oils there is only one manufacturer worth their weight and have the
independent laboratory wear analysis personnel also making the same recommendations. My
choice hands down is always Chevron so the situation is I would contact the Chevron
Lubrication Tech Line at and from there provide them the specifications needed to meet by the
engine manufacturer and they will tell you exactly what to do if it is possible. I have used them
many times in the past without a problem even and I hope this helps. Semper Paratus, Joe. My
brother has a hp HPDI on a 22 ft. I have the hp OX I buy Yamalube 2M oil from a Yammie dealer
that fortunately sells it in bulk out of a 55gal drum. So I just refill my gal containers over an over.
Another neighbor with twins buys by the case, so he has supplied me with lots of empty gallon
jugs. I buy enough for both my brother and I at the beginning of the season. I suspect it's a lot
more now. It's quite remarkable how little they use, and of course fuel consumption is far better
too. Use the maintenance dose of Yamaha Ring Free at every fill-up. Both of our motors have
been flawless for the past 5 years. Wouldn't change a thing. This is a great help. The run
flawless untill last september when one motor broke without any notice on full speed rpm. First
we guessed that one injector was bad and had burned a hole in the piston, but as we opened
the motor we saw the mess. It seems that one piston ring was sticking due to heavy oilcarbon
buildup and the hooked on the exhausthole on the cylinder and then: bang. The mecanic says
that the carbon build-up comes from the use of "bad" an no sintetic oil and that i never used
some cylinder cleaning stuff or ring free. Repair will be around USD, the guarantee ended 6
months before and the actual value ist the same, so i will sell the good parts for spare parts and
buy new motors. So this means to me that at least the HPDI is quite sensible to carbon
build-ups, maybe under the circumstances with heavy loads and cruising speeds between rpm
like i have often. So believe your dealer and use the Yamaha stuff. In my experience with my 40
Yamaha switching to Yamalube made a significant difference - very noticable in terms of
smoother running. I also followed Sal's decarbonization procedure to the letter. I typically add
Seafoam to every tank but will be trying out Ring Free - I am trying to find a source with
reasonable pricing. I am not sure if Ring Free is superior to Sea Foam which I use in all my
power stuff - snow blower, mower, tiller, whacker etc - It makes a big difference. Forums New
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tonynorie Start date Jun 26, Joined Apr 15, Messages After running about 5 miles to the middle
of Tampa Bay, stopping to fish and restarting the motor, it started putting out LOTS of bluish
smoke No alarms were sounding and the motor was running a little rough, probably because of
extra oil a guess. I shut it down and trolled in to the dock. Once home I pulled the cowling and
immediately saw that the on board oil tank - the one on the motor - was full to the top normally
it's between the low and high marks and that there was some oil running down the outside of
that oil tank. Does anyone know what is going on, and why? Could it be that the float switch in
the engine oil tank is malfunctioning, causing oil to keep pumping from the big tank located in
the boat? And if that IS the case, could there be enough pressure to actually force excess oil
into the cylinders when running? I realize I may have to take it to a Yamaha mechanic but if it's a
simple remedy - like replacing a float switch - I'd rather do it myself. Maybe this has happened
to others that would share their experience. Thanks for reading this - Tony in Tampa. Joined
Nov 13, Messages Re: HPDI burning way too much oil suddenly sounds like the engine oil tank
switch is faulty. Joined Sep 1, Messages 20, Re: HPDI burning way too much oil suddenly if,

after testing the float switch, you decide to replace it, and they do fail occasionally. Re: HPDI
burning way too much oil suddenly It sure sounds like you guys have hit the nail on the head!
So tomorrow I'm going to test the switch and order and replace it if defective. Will I have to
order it when I order the oil tank switch? MUST be retrived or its possible when you reinstall the
screen if its was stuck to the tank it can be pushed down the oil intake tube shutting off the oil
to the engine oil pump. And once again - thank you! I appreciate you taking the time to educate
me on the way to fix it. Re: HPDI burning way too much oil suddenly This morning I
disconnected the wiring coupling for the float switch, so as to test it as Rodbolt suggested. Of
course the ignition key was on. What happened was that oil started being pumped into the tank
with the coupling apart - that surprised me because I assumed it had to be together for the
pump to run. Could the problem be elsewhere, maybe the remote tank? Thanks again - Tony.
Re: HPDI burning way too much oil suddenly do some forum searches on precision blend and
how to test it. Joined Jan 24, Messages 4, Re: HPDI burning way too much oil suddenly This
morning I found more info in the Seloc manual that pertains to overflowing main oil tanks.
Similar information was contained in the article that Seahorse5 sent, following: "Leaving the key
on by mistake can also cause overflow problems. As the battery run drops below 9. Eventually,
the main oil tank overfills and spews excess oil out a vent tube into the air silencer box. Man did
that motor smoke! Even after removing and draining about a cup of oil from the air silencer box,
it still poured smoke for about 15 minutes and for the first few minutes raw oil was coming from
the prop exhaust. Thanks to all who lent their valuable advice. Re: HPDI burning way too much
oil suddenly OK, some of my friends and I have been having a discussion today about why the
heck Yamaha decided to run the overflow tube from the onboard oil tank to the air silencer box.
None of us could make any sense of it so I'd like to get opinions from some of you more savvy
and experienced engine guys as to your ideas on the matter. Any opinions????? You must log
in or register to reply here. Login or Sign Up. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 2. Filtered by:.
Previous 1 2 template Next. Her local marina mechanic has changed the thermostats, replaced
the gaskets to the low pressure pumps and adjusted the cables. Each time he fixes something,
the boat initially runs well but then develops problems. The motor sat for a while before she
bought it and the engine has relation hours for a model. She is getting very frustrated and
starting to think she made a huge mistake buying an old boat. She just graduated from NC State
last May and used most of her savings buying the boat. As her father, I hate to think that each
time she takes the boat out, she may get stranded. Can a mechanic go through this engine
throughly and replace whatever needs to be replaced and then expect this engine to be reliable
again? Or is it just a matter of fixing things as they go bad? Or should she just buy a used 4
stroke engine? I really appreciate your your advice! Thanks, Chris. Tags: None. Comment Post
Cancel. Originally posted by 99yam40 View Post. If any outboard has been sitting for a while,
the entire fuel system should be gone through And as stated previously the injectors should be
cleaned and tested if not completely replaced. Of course there are many other maintainance
things to do. Time consuming and probably costly for a highly qualified mechanic to do.
Rodbolt17 is a master and is located in NC, but have no idea where the boat is located. Hooking
the motor up to a computer and running it to see what is going on when the problem shows up
is needed. Originally posted by zenoahphobic View Post. If I understand it correctly, it is
running fine at the moment. It is hard to believe the three different things were all fixes for
loosing power. If the thermostats were responsible then overheating seizing the engine would
do it. Same, loss of fuel pressure would do it. And a loosening throttle cable would do it by not
being able to get WOT. But all three after one and other causing this loss of power A decent
diagnosis is needed. I'm inclined to think fuel blockage, I'd look carefully at the injectors. I
would not think why a second hand fourstroke would fare any better, there is more to go wrong.
Someone might find the phone of where he works is all else fails. Originally posted by Cregeis1
View Post. No, the boat is not running well at the present time. She took the boat out after work
yesterday and the boat couldn't get on plane. She had the boat out just a few days before and it
was fine. Every time it has a problem, the mechanic looks at it and made the previously
mentioned fixes and the boat would run fine for a while but then develop the same power loss. If
its got teats or tires, you bound to have trouble with it To rule out bad fuel in the tank of the
boat, run with an portable tank, by passing the tank on the boat with fresh fuel. We are at the
point that we would trailer it to Japan and have Yamaha look at it!!! Do you know how to get in
touch with Rodbolt17 so I can see if he would be willing to work on it? When your daughters
vessel gets all squared away, please return and describe the fault found and the cure. Your
feedback makes the forum archive complete and helps us to help others. That, and it is a form
of closure. Yes No. OK Cancel. Find out how to check your injection system using a noid light.
Direct injection- savior of the two-stroke outboard. That's what some manufacturers trumpeted
a year or two ago. But instead of joyfully harvesting the promised benefits of smoother running

engines, improved fuel economy, nonsmoking exhaust and reduced emissions, many boaters
were stunned by a grim reaping of engines that fouled early on and even self-destructed. Sure,
you get great fuel economy, no smoke and zero emissions when the engine breaks and doesn't
run. But that's not what the motor makers had in mind. And while one major outboard
manufacturer is now struggling to stem the plague that's crippling its engines and its reputation
, along comes Yamaha with impressive new two-stroke technology for its model year engines.
Technology that could well leapfrog the company over the competition to the No. Right now, if
you count Evinrude and Johnson as separate brands, Yamaha is No. Yamaha has developed a
high-pressure direct injection system HPDI that's used on seven all-new 2. These engines meet
year emission requirements, and deliver fuel economy in the engine's most commonly used
rpm range to Yamaha claims extensive testing has proved its engines have the reliability that
has eluded its competitors. Compared to conventional carburetion, direct injection DI is more
than merely an alternative method of getting fuel into the engine. The mixture travels up and
around the piston skirt to reach the top piston ring. Because the oil is thinned by fuel, enough
oil passes around the bottom ring to move up and lubricate the top piston ring. Conventional
two-strokes also carry a fuel penalty because the exhaust port is partially uncovered by the
piston as it moves up on its compression stroke. So some of the intake charge is pushed out
the exhaust along with the remains of the previous cycle's burnt gases. Emissions take a hit for
the same reason. With DI, the exhaust port is completely covered by the piston before the fuel is
squirted directly into the combustion chamber, so no fuel is wasted. But DI can pose some
lubrication challenges. Oil is still drawn in from the bottom of the cylinder but fuel is injected
from the top. Since the fuel and oil don't mix, the oil isn't thinned sufficiently to move up and
lubricate the top piston ring. That's a recipe for engine disaster-as one manufacturer has
discovered. Yamaha's HPDI system gets around this problem with a new, patented bottom
piston ring that's made with a taper for oil bypass every 30 degrees. The 12 tapered areas
around the ring allow sufficient oil to reach and lubricate the top ring. DI two-strokes have a
potential for combustion fine-tuning that's similar to today's computer-controlled fuel-injected
auto engines'. HPDI takes advantage of this potential with a sophisticated engine management
system to elevate the two-stroke to new levels of efficiency. These outboards, like their
automotive counterparts, use multiple sensors to transmit data such as crank position, throttle
position, timing, rpm, water temperature, air temperature, atmospheric pressure and the amount
of oxygen in the exhaust to the computer. Yamaha uses an industry exclusive O2 sensor to
continually monitor the oxygen content of the exhaust gases. The computer analyzes all this
data and automatically adjusts the ignition timing and fuel mixture to each individual cylinder
for maximum power and fuel efficiency, and fewer emissions during the next combustion cycle.
High fuel pressure is the most obvious. Yamaha's high-speed fuel pump cranks fuel pressures
up to psi before fuel is injected into the cylinders. The competition uses fuel pressures that vary
from 90 to psi. Higher pressures mean greater atomization, which results in better burning and
more power from the injected fuel charge. The HPDI injectors, unlike those used in competing
systems, don't protrude into the combustion chamber. So there's no disruption in fuel flow, and
there's less possibility of carbon buildup a maintenance headache and durability concern as
well. With today's desire for instant gratification, Yamaha needed to engineer instant starting
into its outboards. So while conventional direct injection systems may require longer cranking
times because the fuel is not yet pressurized when the engine is started, HPDI uses a pressure
sensor inside the fuel pump. This sensor informs the computer of the fuel pressure in the
system, and the computer increases the duration that each fuel injector is open, enriching the
fuel mixture for immediate starting. There's also a pressure regulator inside the pump to
maintain a constant pressure of psi. Conventional DI systems, by comparison, can suffer from
fuel pressure fluctuations-which is not the hot setup for consistent smooth running. Instant
start-up, no smoking, quiet and excellent acceleration, and a wonderful torque range. Reliability,
of course, is something that will have to be proved by time. Yamaha started life over years ago
manufacturing organs. The company's HPDI engines continue to make music. Sweet, indeed.
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the October issue Find out how to check your injection system using a noid light Direct
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consent to the Terms of Use. My 03 HPDI is leaking oil from under the pan. It looks like it is
coming out around the shaft. I can't find anything leaking on the powerhead from what I can
see. The oil leaking is gray, so I don't think its coming from the exhaust. It looks like a
crankshaft seal? What does it look like from the pictures? Are you sure there isn't any of that oil

under powerhead itself? Take the cowling off and look with a flashlight. I've looked everywhere
under the cover. I pulled the intake silencer off, and could not find anything. The powerhead
was rebuilt about hrs ago, and I installed it myself. It runs good, but I could have messed
something up when setting the powerhead on the base. It dripped a lot on my driveway after my
last trip. I wouldn't think that much oil would sit in the engine, but if it was gathering under the
powerhead, it may have started leaking out when I trimmed it up to trailer it. After pulling the
PTO flywheel, do I have to split the cases to change the bottom seal? Thanks for the help. These
are some pictures of the leak after I cleaned it and ran it on the hose. No oil under the cowling.
Should I just change the base gasket, or should I plan to change the lower crankshaft seals
also? I didn't see any oil leaking down the shaft after I shut it off. Is there any oil on the drive
shaft part coming up from the lower unit? Any smoke when you first start it? Did you contact
the rebuilder for there thoughts? I would with only hours. We do very little HPDI engine
"rebuilding" here. I mean a very little. Originally Posted by Pacer1 Post Same problem here on
my portside HPDI Any resolution for you guys? Pull the power head and replace crankcase
seal? I have a buddy with this issue and would hate to tell him its the crankcase seal. Any
followup would be appreciated. I think I answered my own question on this puzzle. Especially
when tilted up frequently. Causing there to be oil leak from the top of the onboard oil tank and
then through the pan or in the air intake. Some have said its a quick fix with a ziptiemy approach
is to use a metal clamp without edges on the rubber cap to keep it in place. We will see if this
will stop his leak. My HPDI 's leak oil when they are tilted up. I keep my boat in the water so they
stay tilted when not in use. When tilted down or on teh trailer they dont leak. I also thought it
was the onboard oil tank. I did the zip tie trick still had a little bit leak. I then took PVC pipe glue
and sealed it completely. It doesnt leak fromth eonboard oil tank anymore but still leaks when i
have it tilted, I have traced the leak to seem to be coming from behind the big black platic box
on the front of the motor and coming through what look to be carburetors. Sorry for not using
the proper terminology But my leak seems to be coming from the black box and is only on my
port side motor. I have put oil absortion rag in the motor to catch the oil. It is a very small leak
but pain the ass to clean up when on the bracket. Not sure this is the same problem yall were
having but those onboard oil tank caps are around each my mechanic told me. Bodie, Your leak
I would look further into. There are oil hoses coming from the mechanical oil pump that feed
each cylinder behind the intake manifold, and there are some of those connections behind that
electrical box. You don't want to be starving any oil to a cylinder, and if one of those hoses is
leaking, you might be. Take the time to figure it out. The Catahoula. Using the correct oil and
filter at the recommended intervals is the single most important thing you can do for your
outboard. But if you prefer to do it yourself, your Yamaha Marine dealer can set you up with a
Genuine Yamalube Oil Change Kit, specific to your Yamaha outboard. It includes the right type
and amount of Yamalube marine oil, a Genuine Yamaha oil filter and a drain gasket. Kits are
available in Yamalube 4M 10W and 20W weights. The oil level check procedure for your Yamaha
four-stroke outboard is a bit different than the procedure for your car. Tip: You can place a
small level on top of the anti-ventilation plate to help you determine when to stop. Use caution
when filling or adding oil. Yamaha four-stroke outboards have a tapered oil sump design
smaller at the top than the bottom , so the closer the oil level is to full, the faster it fills. Doing so
may result in aeration of the oil, reducing lubricity and oil pressure, and may cause eventual
engine damage. Your Yamaha outboard is vastly different from your automotive engine; so
avoid regular automotive engine oils. How do I choose the right oil? With their high quality and
advanced formulations, all Yamalube 4M and 2M oils meet or surpass all of these requirements.
What Yamalube oils are right for my outboard? Tip: 20W weight is not for use in 4. Outwardly,
perhaps. Yamaha oil filters are manufactured specifically to protect Yamaha engines, using only
the finest components and construction methods available. From the quality of the materials
used to their high-quality construction, they simply outperform and out-protect most
aftermarket alternatives. Home Why Maintenance? Login or Sign Up. Posts Latest Activity. Page
of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. When I changed the water pump last year, there was 2
stroke oil on the shaft and oil dripped out of the mid section while i was changing the impeller. I
put it back together and it has run fine but smokes and idles low at first start up if it has sat for a
few days.
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After I run it, it idles fine and doesn't smoke. I unbolted the oil pump from the block and there
was oil behind it. Some ran out of the hole in the block. Is there supposed to be any oil showing
behind the pump? I left the pump unbolted so I can see if oil drips out of the back of the pump.

Tags: None. Of course there should be oil on the engine side of the oil pump. Comment Post
Cancel. What should I check for the oil pooling in the crankcase? Oil recirculation lines?
Originally posted by jrchandler View Post. I have already ordered o-ring I figured o-ring 4 was
fine since no oil is leaking out of the block. What exactly does o-ring 21 do? Since there is no
o-ring on the inside of that collar, it looks like oil can still get through between the drive shaft
and the collar. I would have thought there should be a seal of some kind of the shaft or in the oil
pump, but I know nothing about those oil pumps. How'd this go Townsends? Originally posted
by Tucker View Post. Yes No. OK Cancel.

